Libanet Cables

With energy at the basis of its development, Libanet Cables is a regional leader in the cable industry, offering an extensive range of cables and cabling systems. Libanet Cables addresses a variety of market segments: building, infrastructure, and industry. Continuous innovation in products, solutions, and the introduction of safe industrial processes are among the key initiatives that place Libanet Cables at the core of a sustainable future.

Libanet Cables was founded in 1967 and it was one of the first cable factories in the region, which put it as one of the top suppliers of wires and cables in Lebanon and MENA. Libanet Cables offers a wide range of cables to satisfy most of the market needs. Our high products and our mastery of advanced technologies gain us customer trust. Quality, flexibility, and innovation are the basics of all our products.

We provide the best possible services to our clients and their satisfaction is our priority.

Building:
Libanet Cables supplies cables for structures of all types: From small residential and offices buildings to big industrial complexes. Libanet Cables produces high-performance cables for public safety by offering fire-resistant cables.

Infrastructures:
Libanet Cables ensures the reliability and efficiency of power generation through its complete line of energy cables, power transmission and distribution. We offer medium and high voltage cables over long distances to deliver power that substances consume.

Industry:
Onshore facilities need energy and control cables which can operate under aggressive conditions (intense heat and cold). Libanet Cables is present at every level of oil & gas production providing a wide range of energy cables for all onshore projects.

Our Mission
We at Libanet Cables recognize that our customers are our sole source of revenue and that serving them is our primary mission.
Quality, reliability and innovation are the bases of our strategy.

Our Vision
We aim to create value for our Customers and in return, develop a growing and profitable business with them.

CSR
Our Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) endeavors and beliefs are the key factors that make us committed to minimize all risks affecting ourselves as well as our employees' safety.